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The sky above Durham
For October 9th 2021 at 6pm

Look up into the night sky, what can you see? 

What we can see when we look up depends upon where we are and the time of year. This star chart shows the 
night sky as we see it from County Durham on October 9th 2021 at 6pm. The point in the middle is called the 
zenith and is directly over our heads. The outer circle is the horizon. The large dots show the brighter stars, and 
the red lines are joining up the main stars of some of the constellations. 

Hold the chart up and try to match what you see to what's on the chart. The compass directions (North, South, 
East and West) are marked on the edge of the circle. Because we're looking up and not down, East is on the 
left and West is on the right (we've not made a mistake!). 

How many constellations can you spot? Do you know any of the stories of the constellations? 

You can download charts for other times of the year and find out much more at: http://www.heavens-above.com

Image of Sheila Kanani reproduced by kind permission of Sheila Kanani.
Created and copyright Chris Close.



Dreaming of the stars

Look up’s heroine, Rocket, dreams of the stars.  

These classroom based science activities aim to support discussion of the book and its 
themes, allowing creativity, experimentation and exploration. Together with some practical 
experiments linking to curriculum topics and the development of Working Scientifically 
skills, additional activities link to careers and provide a snapshot of emerging themes in 
space research and the space industry today. 

These activities are suggestions and should be adapted to suit your setting. Although 
aimed at KS1 and EYFS, there are extension activities for KS2. There are also some 
suggested follow-up activities available through additional recommended links*. 

If you have any queries or suggestions, please do contact us directly. We hope you and 
your class enjoy these activities as much as we have enjoyed making them.

Lorraine Coghill 
Durham University & The Ogden Trust  
l.s.coghill@durham.ac.uk

Health and safety

You should perform a full risk assessment before undertaking any of these suggested 
activities. All activities should be assessed according to your own setting and aligning to 
local guidelines and CLEAPSS recommendations: http://primary.cleapss.org.uk/. 

* Please note that these links are suggestions and the authors cannot accept responsibility for external content.  
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Activities list

And thanks to…
…the many people who have helped and contributed to these resources including:
Dr Pete Edwards, Linda Campbell & Steven Berry (Durham University); Jane Kennedy, Christine 
Durand & Helen Nixon (Education Durham); Dr Jenny Search (DrReSearch & The Institute of 
Physics); Gary Chaplin (Business Durham); Dr Stacey Habergham (National Schools’ 
Observatory); Jackie Flaherty & Amanda Poole (The Ogden Trust); Tom Lyons (ESERO); Claire 
Willis (RTC North); Heather MacRae (Venture Thinking & The Ideas Foundation); Libby Jackson 
(UK Space Agency); Rebecca Wilkie & Grace Keane (New Writing North); and all the amazing 
postcard writers who gave their time, inspiration and enthusiasm so willingly.  

Activity Page Brief outline Linked 
resources

1. Exploring 
meteorites

4 What is a meteor shower?
Discussion and experiment investigating meteor 
impact. 

2. Rockets! 9 Using balloons as rockets to investigate what 
happens when we launch them.   

3. Looking up! 
(Stargazing)

15 Star chart to help identify the stars visible in the 
night sky above Durham during the Book Festival.

Little Read Star 
chart 

4. Making your 
own galaxy

19 Exploring different types of galaxy and creating your 
own craft-based galaxy images. 

Little Read 
Galaxy images 
and outlines

5. Postcards 
from my space

22 People working in the space industry have written 
postcards to their younger selves as a stimulus for 
learning. 

Little Read 
Postcards

25 Other sources of resources
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Activity 1: Exploring meteorites

Overview: 

Pupils discuss what a meteorite is, and do a simple 
experiment dropping objects into flour to represent what 
happens when a meteorite hits a planet or moon. The 
activity can be extended by additional measurements 
and investigations.  

Look up! link: 

Rocket and her brother, Jamal, go to the park to watch the meteor shower. It’s such a 
magical experience for everyone and it inspires Rocket to dream of having a meteor 
shower named after her. 

Learning objectives:

To discuss what meteorites are, and perform simple tests to observe the impact of a falling 
object. 
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Early Learning Goals: 
C&L: Understanding & Speaking 
PD: Moving & Handling 

Working scientifically: 
• Performing simple tests  
• Carrying out compara=ve tests 

to explore ques=ons 
• Observing closely, using simple 

equipment  
• Recording findings using simple scien=fic 

language, drawings, bar charts, and tables 
• Using observa=ons and ideas to suggest answers 

Science: 
KS1 Everyday materials: Dis=nguish between and object 
and the materials from which it is made & Find out how 
the shapes of some solid objects can be changed 
KS2 Earth & space: Describe the Earth, Sun and moon as 
approximately spherical bodies 
Forces: Explain that unsupported objects fall towards the 
Earth because of the force of gravity 

Additional goals:
Group work, discussion and 
communica=on (links to English, PSHE)



Specific vocabulary: 

Rocks, space, atmosphere, meteorite, planet, Earth, comets, crater, moon, gravity 

Some definitions & background info: 
A meteorite is a rock (often tiny, dust-sized) that has broken from a larger rock, and 
travelled from space, through our atmosphere, and then landed here on our planet, Earth.  
When lots of dust and meteorites come through our atmosphere at the same time, we see 
this as a meteor shower, just as Rocket and Jamal observed. Sometimes we call these 
shooting stars, and they can be quite spectacular resembling a natural fireworks display. 
Because most of these are so tiny, they usually break up in our atmosphere. It’s rare for 
these to reach the Earth’s surface. 
When a meteorite does hit a surface (like the surface of Earth or the moon), it can cause a 
dent called a crater. 

Some children may be interested in why things are falling. On our planet, the force due to 
Earth’s gravity pulls objects towards the Earth’s centre, it’s why things fall when we drop 
them and that we walk on the ground and don’t float away.
It’s not just the Earth that has gravity, all objects with mass are attracted by this force, and 
the bigger the mass, the bigger the pull. In our Solar System, the Sun has the greatest 
mass and so it is the Sun’s gravitational pull that causes all the planets in the Solar 
System to orbit around it. Different planets and moons have different masses and so also 
have different gravitational pulls - it would feel very different to be on each planet.

Resources required:

• Table coverings/non-carpeted floor/outside space (this can 
get very messy!)

• Shallow metal or plastic trays/containers (non-breakable) 
• Marbles or plasticine/clay 
• White flour (or sand)
• Cocoa/chocolate powder
• Sieve
• Optional: selection of different balls/objects (different 

sizes/shapes/surfaces/masses etc)
• Optional: measuring instruments such as rulers, or depth-

measuring devices such as a toothpick with a circle of card 
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Specific health and safety considerations:

Small objects can be a choking hazard and should be carefully monitored to avoid trip 
hazards.
Using flour/cocoa powder/sand can be messy, and check for allergies/asthma etc. 
Care with sharp objects (if using).

Suggested outline:

Prepare: Set up trays (1/group) with ~2cm of plain flour (or sand) and lightly dust/sieve 
cocoa powder over the top. 
Have marbles (or selection of objects or measuring devices) prepared. 

1. Teacher-led class discussion (looking at final pages of Look up!):
Suggested questions (elicited answers could be imagination-based and/or fact-based):
• What are Rocket and Jamal looking at in the park? 
• What do you think is making all of these bright colourful lights?
• Why do you think they might be different colours?
• What could they be made of?
• Why do you think they are coming?
• Where are they going?
• What will happen to them?
• What do you think Rocket and Jamal are feeling as they watch this. 
Leading to discussion of what is a meteor shower and what is a meteorite?
Although meteorites are often very small (and importantly, no one has ever been killed by 
one), some can be larger. Our atmosphere often protects us. We’re going to test out what 
happens. 
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2. Class observation & discussion: look at equipment, bringing attention to the white 
flour/sand below the cocoa.  
• What do we think will happen if we drop a marble onto 

the surface? (Predictions)
• How are we going to test what happens? (Possible 

things to consider: fair testing, team work, height 
dropped; dropped or thrown?; angle; where to aim?...) 

• How are we going to measure the results? (Possible 
ideas: shape of the crater; distance cocoa powder 
travels; compare patterns created; measure diameter and/or depth of crater, slo-mo 
filming…) 

3. Experiment: Once planned, groups carry out their 
experiment, observing and recording their results.

4. Class discussion of results. Suggestions of follow-up 
activities. 

Possible extensions:

• Try out different objects (size, mass, shape, surfaces, 
objects that bounce); different heights (pupils should 
observe that the same object dropped from a higher 
height makes a larger crater – it has more energy); 
different depths of flour/cocoa.

•  Measure the crater in different ways.

• Create images/pictures/films showing what you observed.
• Find out about some of the craters on Earth, the moon and other planets.
• Imagine you observed a meteorite falling to Earth, how would you feel? Talk or write 

about your experience.
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Recommended related resources: 

This KS1 ‘edible meteorites’ activity by the Science & Technologies Facilities Council has 
more detailed information about meteorites and classification, as well as a tasty 
experiment: https://stfc.ukri.org/files/activity-8-lesson-plan/ 

For further information about meteors and meteorites, see the Natural History Museum’s 
Meteorites and Meteor-wrongs article: https://tinyurl.com/5by2phv8 
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Activity 2: Rockets!

Overview: 

Pupils make simple balloon rockets and explore changing 
conditions to explore what happens. 
Activities can be extended by including additional craft 
and design elements, and/or additional measurements 
and investigations. 

Look up! link: 

What a wonderful name! Rocket got her name as a famous rocket blasted off into space 
on the day that she was born. 

Learning objectives:

To discuss what a rocket is, and make simple balloon rockets to test. 
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Early Learning Goals: 
C&L: Understanding & speaking 
Maths: Shapes, space & measures 
EAD: Crea=ng with materials  

Working scientifically: 
• Performing simple tests  
• Carrying out compara=ve tests to 

explore ques=ons 
• Observing closely, using simple equipment 
• Recording findings using simple scien=fic 

language, drawings, bar charts, and tables 
• Using observa=ons and ideas to suggest answers 

to ques=ons

Additional goals:
Group work, discussion and 
communica=on (links to English, PSHE) 
Links to Art, Design & Technology

Science: 
KS1 Everyday materials: To describe the physical 
proper=es of everyday materials; To find out how the 
shapes of solid objects made from some materials can 
be changed by squashing, bending, twis=ng and 
stretching  
KS2 Forces: To iden=fy the effects of air resistance, water 
resistance and fric=on, that act between moving 
surfaces 



Specific vocabulary: 

Rocket, forces (push, friction)

Some definitions & background information: 
Cannonballs, bullets and arrows are examples of projectiles. Projectiles are launched by 
something, like a cannon launching a cannonball, or a slingshot launching a stone. Once 
launched, they are no longer in contact with the thing that launched them (i.e. the cannon 
or the slingshot in our examples). Then the only force acting on them is gravity pulling 
them downwards (as well as air resistance) so sooner or later they are going to fall back to 
the ground. 

Rockets are powered so their motion is different from a simple projectile. Once the engine 
is switched off or the fuel is used up, then they behave just like projectiles. Therefore, 
space shuttles, fireworks and our rocket balloons are all rockets.

The idea of a force can be a very tricky one to explain. Often it is easier to explain what a 
force does, so to make something move faster, move slower, or change direction, or even 
change the shape of an object. KS1 children may well be familiar with the idea of a push 
or a pull force, or even friction. 
In this experiment, we inflate a balloon with air. Inside the sealed balloon the air is 
pushing against all the sides equally. The forces are balanced and the balloon doesn’t 
move. However, when we release the seal, we create an opening so the air can’t push on 
that part of the balloon anymore.  But on the opposite side, inside the balloon, the air is 
still pushing. The forces aren’t balanced anymore and it’s this unbalanced force (due to 
the air bouncing off the front the balloon) that sends it forwards.
The balloon is stuck to a straw through which the string has been threaded. So, as the 
balloon travels along, the surface of the string and the surface of the straw rub against 
each other. This causes friction between the two which slows the balloon (and straw) 
down. The smoother the string, the smaller the friction so the balloon should travel faster 
and further. 
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Resources required:

Part 1: Balloons
Party rocket balloons OR regular balloons 
Balloon pumps

Part 2: Balloon rockets
• Selection of balloons 
• Optional (but advisable, especially for younger 

children who may have difficulty holding an 
inflated balloon): kitchen clips or bulldog clips 

• Balloon pumps
• String (or selection or strings, wool etc)
• Straws or thin paper tubes (I like using short 

~4cm lengths)
• Sticky tape
• Scissors

Specific health and safety considerations:

Check for latex allergies. 
Small objects and balloons can be choking hazards and should be carefully monitored.
Be particularly careful with finger traps in clips. 
Be aware of the area, trip hazards and where children are in relation to ‘launch’ site and 
string runways. Party rocket balloons are unpredictable in the direction they travel. 
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Suggested outline:

Prepare: Thread a straw or paper tube onto a piece of string. 

Stretch the string (safely) between two secure objects and tie to 
secure. Make sure it is taught and not sagging. 

Place the straw at one end of the string - this is the 
launch site.  

Have pieces of sticky tape ready. 

Note: How much preparation you do will 
depend on the age/ability of your class/group - 
some may wish and be able to do this themselves. 

Part 1. Teacher-led class discussion (looking at Look up! p4, when Rocket explains how 
she got her name):
Use a balloon rocket (or regular balloon) to introduce the idea of forces.
Show them the pump and balloon. Ask what they think will happen if you use the pump on 
the balloon. Why do they think that this is happening? What is going into the balloon to 
make it inflate? We pump air into the balloon. This stretches the material and the balloon 
inflates (or bursts if we add too much!).
Blow up the balloon using the pump and hold the end tightly. Ask pupils to predict what will 
happen when you let go. What will happen to the air inside? 
Let go and ask them why they think this happens (once they have calmed down).
Encourage them to think about the air inside and where this is going. 

The air comes out of one end and the rocket moves in the opposite direction. (Although 
rocket balloons can be a bit unpredictable due to bends in the material). 
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Part 2. Rocket launch investigation
Pupils select a balloon to test. This is their rocket. 

Using the pump, blow up the balloon (but do not tie it!) and 
secure with a clip (or hold it tightly).

Secure the balloon with tape to the straw on the string - making sure 
the clipped end is at the back as the balloon will move forwards. 

Release the clip (quickly!) and observe the rocket balloon fly 
along the string. 

Some of our wonderful Science Ambassadors from Chilton Primary Academy put this film 

together to show others how to make and experiment with balloon rockets:                  

https://youtu.be/c9yHFEuQrB0
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Possible extensions:

• Try out different shapes and sizes of balloons (long ones often work best), or try inflating 
the balloons different amounts. You could also vary the ‘string’ by using twines, ribbons, 
wool etc. to investigate if any difference caused by friction. Or, if space allows, try 
different lengths of string or even vary the angle of the string. 

• Pupils might also want to try racing their balloons along parallel tracks. 
• Pupils can just observe, but to extend the investigation, they could use a timer/measure 

the distance travelled/film to observe any changes in shape etc. 
• The balloons can be decorated e.g. fins attached, but be aware that this will affect how 

they travel.
• Find out about some of the rockets that have launched into space.
• Imagine you are in a rocket about to launch into space, what can you see/touch/smell? 

How do you feel? Write an email home to tell your friends and family about your 
experience.

Recommended related resources: 

Space Camp UK have linked to different sites with a range of rocket-related activities: 
http://www.spacecampuk.com/ 

This ESA (European Space Agency) resource is aimed at KS2 and includes different 
types of rocket to make and investigate: https://www.esa.int/Education/Teachers_Corner/
Up_up_up!_Build_and_launch_your_own_rockets_Teach_with_space_PR23

The ESA packs includes this lovely drinking straw ‘rocket’ activity from NASA which can 
be adapted for younger children: https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/
26182/drinking-straw-rocket (You may need to register to access this resource)
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Activity 3: Look up! (Stargazing)

Overview: 

Stargazing. Pupils use a star map of the night sky above Durham on the first day of the 
Book Festival to help them to identify different constellations. 

Look up! link: 

Rocket is a stargazer extraordinaire and loves to look up to see what she can discover. 

Learning objectives:

To observe the night sky (or pictures of) and try to identify some of the visible objects 
(including stars and constellations, planets and the moon).
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Early Learning Goals: 
C&L: Listening, aRen=on & understanding; 
Speaking 
Literacy: Comprehension 
UtW: People, Culture & Communi=es; The 

Natural World  

Working scientifically: 
• Observing closely, using simple 

equipment 
• Iden=fying and classifying 
• Using their observa=ons and ideas to suggest 

answers to ques=ons 
• Gathering and recording data

Additional goals:
Group work, discussion and 
communica=on. Awareness of 
different cultures. (links to English, 
PSHE)

Science: 
KS1 Light: Recognise that light from the Sun 
can be dangerous and that there are ways to 
protect their eyes 
KS2 Earth & space: Describe the movement of 
the moon rela=ve to the Earth 
Use the idea of the Earth’s rota=on to explain 
day and night and the apparent movement of 
the Sun across the sky 



Specific vocabulary: 

Star, star chart, zenith, horizon, constellations, compass directions (North, South, East, 
West)

Some definitions & background information: 
What we can see when we look up depends upon where we are and the time of year. A 
star chart is a like a map of the sky. This star chart shows the night sky as we see it from 
County Durham on October 9th 2021 at 6pm. The point in the middle is called the zenith 
and is directly over our heads. The outer circle is the horizon. The large dots show the 
brighter stars, and the red lines are joining up the main stars of some of the constellations. 

A star is a ball of gas. We see stars because they produce light (as well as heat and some 
elements). The closest star to us here on Earth is the Sun. The others are much further 
away. There are different types of star and we can see different colours. In fact, the hottest 
stars appear blue to us while cooler stars appear red. 

A constellation is a group of stars that we imagine linking together to form a shape or a 
picture. Different cultures have different stories relating to the stars and constellations. 
Here in the northern hemisphere, the constellations are based on ancient Greek stories, 
whereas world-wide we hear different interpretations and stories including from Maori 
culture, Chinese and Hawaiian. 

Resources required:

Star charts
Optional: paper, pens, craft resources
Optional: torches, binoculars, telescopes 

Specific health and safety considerations:

Carefully plan any outdoor activity, particularly considering the darkness, temperature and 
location. 
Never look at the Sun with your eyes or binoculars/telescopes etc. 
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Suggested outline:

Prepare: Printed star charts. 

1. Teacher-led class discussion & sky pictures (looking at front cover of Look up!):
Suggested questions (elicited answered could be imagination-based and/or fact-based):
• What are Rocket and the cat looking at in the sky? 
• What have you seen in the sky at night?
Leading to discussion of different objects such as stars, the moon, the Sun, planets, 
constellations…

Optional: Encourage pupils to make a picture of what they have seen. Discuss what they 
produce. 
• Are there any additional objects that have appeared? 
• Are there any differences (e.g. have some drawn the full moon or no moon etc)? 
Leading on to discussion that the night sky looks different depending on where we are on 
the planet (or even from space) and what time of year it is too. 

Show the star chart. 
• Ask the pupils what they can see in this picture. 
• This picture is called a star chart and it is very special because it shows the night sky 

tonight from here (County Durham on October 9th 2021 at 6pm). 
• Discuss the chart including the middle point (zenith) which shows us the point right over 

our heads, and the outer circle which is the horizon. 
• Point out that the large dots show the brighter stars, and the red lines are joining up the 

main stars of some of the constellations. 
• The compass directions (North, South, East and West) are marked on the edge of the 

circle. Because we're looking up and not down, East is on the left and West is on the 
right (we've not made a mistake!). 

You could practice holding the star chart and imagine using it before going outside. 

2. Observation:
You may want children to work in groups with an adult, star chart and torch. 
Hold the chart up and try to match what you see to what's on the chart.
Can they see anything else?
Is anything making it difficult to see (e.g. clouds or light pollution)

Optional: Encourage pupils to make a picture of what they have seen this time, perhaps in 
a group.

Discussion of what they saw (and didn’t).
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Possible extensions:

• Find out about some of the different stories related to the stars (See links below).
• Make up your own stories related to what you saw.
• Tell your family or others at school about what you did and saw. 
• Start recording what you see every evening? Do you see anything changing? 
• Find out about light pollution and why this is a problem for astronomers. 
• Find out about different ways of observing the stars, including small telescopes, large 

land based telescopes and space telescopes. Make a poster about what you have 
discovered. 

• Make your own constellation projector: http://www.spacecampuk.com/resources.html 

Recommended related resources (stargazing): 

The National Schools’ Observatory has loads of accessible resources for activities related 
to space. You can even book a session to use a telescope. Here, you can access what 
you should be able to see in the sky above the UK at any time of year: https://
www.schoolsobservatory.org/learn/astro/nightsky 

You can download charts for other times of the year and find out much more at: http://
www.heavens-above.com 

There are many different apps available to support stargazing including the free to 
download, Stellarium: http://stellarium.org/en_GB/  

Recommended related resources (stories): 

Aimed at 4-7 year olds this 1 hour workshop from the National Schools’ Observatory 
explores stars, constellations and their stories https://www.schoolsobservatory.org/
teach/activities/starsandstories 

These resources from European Universe Awareness (EU-UNAWE) relate to eight short 
stories from around the world all linked to space:  https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/
elibrary/resource/35262/myths (You may need to register to access this resource)

Although not aimed at pupils, you may find this website ‘Figures in the Sky’ of interest, 
highlighting how different cultures across the world interpret the stars and 
constellations: https://figuresinthesky.visualcinnamon.com/  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Activity 4: Making your own galaxy

Overview: 

Pupils investigate different types of galaxy and then make their 
own using craft materials. 

Look up! link: 

Rocket not only looks out into space, she also draws amazing pictures of what she sees 
and imagines in space. 

Learning objectives:

To investigate what a galaxy is and create their own imagery of galaxies. 

Specific vocabulary: 

Galaxy, spiral, elliptical, stars
Some definitions & background information: 
A galaxy is a large collections of stars, dust and gas, all held together by gravity. Our 
galaxy is called The Milky Way and our Sun is just one of billions of stars in it. 
Looking out from here on Earth, other galaxies are so far away that they can look just like 
individual stars, but when we use powerful telescopes we can see that they are made up 
of many, many stars, and that they come in different sizes, shapes and colours. Some are 
spiral (like our very own Milky Way), others are ovals called elliptical galaxies which look 
like a squashed ball shape, and others are irregular like blobs.
Most of the stars are in the centre of a galaxy and less at the edges, so the middle 
appears brighter. Depending on the types of stars in the galaxy, there will be differences in 
the colour that we see with our eyes. For example, newer stars appear bright and blue 
whereas older stars look red. We also see other colours of star including orange, white 
and yellow. 
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Early Learning Goals: 
C&L: Listening, aRen=on & 
understanding; Speaking 
PD: Fine motor skills 
UtW: The natural world 
EAD: Crea=ng with materials  

Science: link
KS2 Earth & space: Describe the movement of the Earth 
and other planets rela=ve to the Sun in the solar system 

Working scientifically: 
Iden=fying & classifying 

Additional goals:
Shapes, Art & Design (related to use of 
materials and communica=ng 
crea=vely) 



Resources required:

Optional: magnifying glasses 
Images of galaxies 
Paper plates or pre-cut galaxy shapes (spirals, 
ellipses, ‘blobs’)
Paper, pens, craft materials (recycled materials, 
tissue paper, sequins etc), scissors, glue etc
Optional: Large piece of black paper (backdrop) 

Suggested outline:

1. Teacher-led class discussion & galaxy images (looking at front cover of Look up!):
Suggested questions (elicited answered could be imagination-based and/or fact-based): 
What are Rocket and the cat looking at in the sky? 
Leading to discussion of the spiral visible between the title words in the image. 
Many of the tiny little pinpricks of light that we see, look to us with just our eyes like single 
stars. But if we were able to use a powerful telescope, we’d be able to see more. 

Optional: allow pupils to look at the book and other images with their eyes and then try 
with a magnifying glass. We can see much more with the help of the magnifier - which is 
just what telescopes do, and the more powerful the telescope, the more we can see.

Some of those pinpricks of light are actually made up of groups of millions of stars. These 
groups of stars are called galaxies. 

Show images of different galaxies. Leading to discussion of the different shapes, sizes 
and colours. 
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2. Making your galaxies
Using the images of galaxies, pupils design their own galaxy using the available materials. 
These could form part of a large wall display, or be hung.
Encourage pupils to discuss their different galaxies and why they have chosen the 
different shapes, colours and elements.

 

Possible extensions:

Use laminating envelopes, tissue paper, felt-tip pens, glitter and 
sequins to create a galaxy sun catcher for your window displays. 

Make your own spiral galaxy pinwheel?: https://
spaceplace.nasa.gov/pinwheel-galaxy/en/

Recommended related resources:

With GalaxyZoo you can help scientists find out more about space by classifying galaxies 
and contributing to real research: www.galaxyzoo.org  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Activity 5: Postcards from my space

Overview: 

We asked some people who work in the space sector to write inspirational post-cards to 
their younger selves. These can be used to accompany the story of Rocket and imagining 
what Rocket’s future might hold.
Please do be as imaginative and creative as you like with using these postcards - below 
are just suggestion to get you started.

Look up! link: 

Rocket is determined to show everyone the meteor shower. She dreams of one day 
having a meteor shower named after her.

Learning objectives:

To explore some of the many different careers involving space, by discussing different 
people and their messages to their younger selves. 
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Early Learning Goals: 
C&L: Listening, aRen=on & 
understanding; Speaking 
L: Comprehension 
UtW: Past & present 
EAD: Being imagina=ve and expressive 

KS1/2 goals:
Group work, discussion and communica=on 
Exploring ambi=ons, careers and opportuni=es 
(links to PSHE but can also link directly to 
curriculum content)

Gatsby Benchmarks links:
4. Linking curriculum learning to careers 
5. Encounters with employers and employees 
7. Encounters with further and higher educa=on



Resources required:

Postcards from my space (can be printed or on a screen)
Blank postcards
Paper
Pens/Pencils

Postcard Contributors

Who? What they do

Suzie Imber Space physicist & winner of BBC’s Astronauts, do you 
have what it takes?

Sheila Kanani Children’s author and space educator

Anna Mcleod Astronomer

Samer El Sayary Award winning space architect

Catherine Johns Runs an observatory and manages a dance company

Phil Atkinson Chartered engineer, problem solver and founder of 
careers and education charity 

Helen Schell Award winning space artist

Azi Fattahi-Savadjani Space scientist

Chris Jones Company director, founder, investor and mentor

Mark Swinbank Astronomer

Adam Shore Astronomer and space educator

Stacey Habergham-Mawson Astrophysics lecturer and manager of observatory for 
schools

Simon Morris Astronomer
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Suggested outlines:

We’ve just received this postcard. 
• Using the large image - where do you think it might be from? What clues are there? 
• And look here, there’s a picture of the person who sent it. Why do you think they have 

sent us this postcard? What do you think this person does? [Be prepared to explore the 
children’s ideas and be aware and ready to discuss to any possible preconceptions/
misconceptions/unconscious biases/stereotypes about people and what they might do. 
For support, advice and resources on this see: Gender Action https://
www.genderaction.co.uk/]

• Read the postcard - why do we think they have written this? 

1. Design and write a postcard to the writer
As a group, what would we write back to them? Children design the postcard/s and send 
their messages back. We are happy to forward on any messages to the writers. 
2. Design and write a postcard to Rocket
What would you want to say to Rocket? Children design the postcard/s and send their 
messages to Rocket.
3. Interview
Imagine that we are going to meet this person. What would we like to ask them? An adult 
or one of the children could act in the role of the person and imagine what their answers 
would be. You might even want to set it up as a interview and film it.
4. Poster
Imagine what this person does and what they have done. Could you design a poster to 
show others? 

Recommended related resources: 

Aimed at KS2, the National Schools’ Observatory has activities investigating many 
different careers in the space sector: https://www.schoolsobservatory.org/teach/activities/
spacejobs

Also for KS2, these resources from ESERO include clips of people in various roles in 
the space sector: https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/collection/449646/space-careers-
videos (You may need to be logged in to view)

For a wider range of people in various STEM careers including a STEM person of the 
week and Career postcards, see NUSTEM’s resource bank: https://nustem.uk/careers/ 
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Some other sources of ideas
The Ogden Trust has a wide-range of curriculum-linked & extra-curricular science 
activities including several directly linking to space, including Playdough planets, Planetary 
picnic, research cards for KS2, together with the Phizzi professionals series which 
introduces people working in different STEM roles: https://www.ogdentrust.com/resources 

The National Schools Observatory has lots of space-themed resources, and there is 
also the opportunity to have your class use professional telescopes remotely: https://
www.schoolsobservatory.org/ 
 
STFC (The Science & Technologies Facilities Council) have downloadable resources 
(posters, activity booklets), and some that can be posted to you free of charge: https://
stfc.ukri.org/news-events-and-publications/publications/stfc-publications-order-form/
#educational  
They do also have moon samples that you can arrange to borrow: https://stfc.ukri.org/
public-engagement/activities-for-schools/borrow-the-moon/ 

Curved House Kids and STFC have produced the creative learning resources for 
schools, Deep Space Diaries, and free printed copies can be sent to schools: https://
discoverydiaries.org/

ESERO (UK Space Education Office) have lots of really good resources all available on 
the STEM Learning Resource Bank: https://www.stem.org.uk/resources  These include 
How to run your own space week and Ten activities to do during Space Week.

Space Camp UK has a range of activity ideas to do on your own space camp: http://
www.spacecampuk.com/

SunSpaceArt: has space & art materials & they do virtual workshops at present: https://
www.sunspaceart.org/  

Mission X: Train like an astronaut has cross curricular links: https://www.stem.org.uk/
elibrary/resource/31444  as does the Space to Earth Challenge: https://
www.spacetoearthchallenge.org.uk/  
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